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SUMMARY

Current fate mapping and imaging platforms are
limited in their ability to capture dynamic behaviors
of epithelial cells. To deconstruct regenerating adult
epithelial tissue at single-cell resolution, we created
a multicolor system, skinbow, that barcodes the su-
perficial epithelial cell (SEC) population of zebrafish
skin with dozens of distinguishable tags. With image
analysis to directly segment and simultaneously
track hundreds of SECs in vivo over entire surface
lifetimes, we readily quantified the orchestration of
cell emergence, growth, repositioning, and loss un-
der homeostatic conditions and after exfoliation or
appendage amputation. We employed skinbow-
based imaging in conjunction with a live reporter of
epithelial stem cell cycle activity and as an instru-
ment to evaluate the effects of reactive oxygen spe-
cies on SEC behavior during epithelial regeneration.
Our findings introduce a platform for large-scale,
quantitative in vivo imaging of regenerating skin
and reveal unanticipated collective dynamism in
epithelial cell size, mobility, and interactions.

INTRODUCTION

Skin provides a multilayered barrier between the environment

and interior tissues, and undergoes regular cycles of cell loss

and replacement. Within a stratified epithelium, superficial and

suprabasal cells generally do not undergo cell division, but

instead are maintained by differentiation from a pool of stem

cells in the underlying basal layer. Asymmetric division of these

stem cells generates differentiated progeny that progressively

displace toward the surface. Continued homeostatic mainte-

nance by stem cells results in complete turnover of mammalian

skin every fewweeks. It is thought that positioning progenitor ac-

tivity away from the surface is a general protective strategy for

exposed tissue (Blanpain and Fuchs, 2009).

Major strides have been achieved in our understanding of

the cellular bases of epithelial morphogenesis and regeneration

in skin, its appendages (e.g., hair follicles), and more generally
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in epithelial structures such as small intestinal villi. Advances

have largely emerged from technologies to genetically label

stem cells and then assess the spatiotemporal dynamics of their

division and differentiation. These types of analyses hinge on the

faithfulness of regulatory sequences to engage the initial lineage

trace in a specific cell type, and the ability to assign progenitor-

progeny relationships from fixed tissue specimens (Blanpain and

Fuchs, 2014; Clevers, 2013; Macara et al., 2014; Watt, 2014).

Conditions for rare labeling events can enable interpretation of

clonal expansion from single progenitor cells, and biological

explanation of data from these experiments can be aided by

mathematical analysis and modeling. These studies have gener-

ated striking inferences; for instance, the observation that stem

cell contributions tend to drift toward clonality during the rapid

turnover of intestinal epithelia (Barker et al., 2007; Griffiths

et al., 1988; Snippert et al., 2010; Winton and Ponder, 1990).

Because these experiments are retrospective in nature, they

do not capture the dynamism of cells under investigation, and

thus intricate or transient cell activities such as size and shape

changes, division planes, motility, cell-cell interactions, or col-

lective behaviors require some level of speculation.

Recent pioneering live imaging experiments using intravital

multiphoton microscopes have captured the developmental

activities of stem cells in hair follicles and intestinal crypts over

hours and days, identifying fundamental properties of stem cells

(Ritsma et al., 2014; Rompolas et al., 2012, 2013). For instance,

live imaging combined with clonal analysis in hair follicles or in-

testinal crypts revealed that position within the respective niche

compartments influences the developmental decisions and rela-

tive contributions by individual stem cells (Ritsma et al., 2014;

Rompolas et al., 2013). However, due to limitations of mono-

chromic tagging and imaging platforms, only one or a small

number of fluorescently labeled stem cells and their progeny

are directly observed during each detection window. Thus, these

in vivo approaches are not designed to identify and quantify

large-scale population dynamics or collective behaviors of

epithelial cells.

Design
Simultaneous tracking of most or all individual cells within a

tissue compartment over long time periods would enable high-

resolution quantification of transitory, dynamic, and collective

activities of epithelial cells during homeostatic maintenance, as

well as how these cell behaviors are modulated after injury or
Inc.
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Figure 1. Multicolor Labeling of Superficial

Epithelial Cells in skinbow Zebrafish

(A) Schematic drawing of human and zebrafish

skin. Zebrafish skin is a simple stratified epithelium

without keratinized layers, with a surface covered

by transparent mucus. EC, epithelial cell.

(B) Brightfield view of an adult skinbow animal.

Green boxes indicate areas where the z stacked

confocal images shown in (C) (D) were captured.

Scale bars, 2 mm.

(C) Multicolor labeling of skin epithelium in adult

skinbow animals from areas shown in (B). Scale

bars, 100 mm.

(D and E) Multicolor labeling of corneal and scale

epithelium in skinbow. A dissected scale is shown

in (E). SECs cover the exposed portion of the scale

(top). Scale bars, 100 mm.

See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
during disease. This challenging objective requires the capacity

to unambiguously monitor most or all cells of a participating line-

age in vivo in an adult tissue, distinguishing on the order of hun-

dreds to thousands of cells within a seemingly homogeneous

population. Among the required experimental components are

(1) an adult epithelial tissue compartment that is highly regener-

ative and can be easily accessed for live imaging experiments;

(2) a system to stably label each individual cell within a large pop-

ulation with a distinct in vivo tag; and (3) cell tracking software for

large-scale surveillance of individual cell dynamics over long

periods of time.

In this study, we have developed a transgenic zebrafish line,

skinbow, that incorporates Brainbow-based multicolor label-

ing to permanently barcode each superficial epithelial cell

(SEC) in adult skin with one of several dozens of distinct colors.

Through large-scale, in vivo imaging analysis of SEC populations

covering zebrafish fins, we quantified individual and large-scale

cell behaviors under homeostatic conditions, during repair of mi-

nor exfoliation injuries, and during regeneration of complex tis-

sue after major amputation injuries. Our findings identify several

unexpected collective cell responses and behaviors that are

inherent to epithelial tissue regeneration in adult vertebrates.

RESULTS

Multicolor Labeling of Superficial Epithelial Cells
Fish epidermis is a simple stratified epithelium without kerati-

nized layers, covered by transparent mucus (Rakers et al.,

2013). This anatomy optimizes optical resolution of fluorescence
Developmental Cell 36, 668–68
imaging by reducing light scattering and

absorption, obstacles that are often asso-

ciated with deep tissue imaging (Fig-

ure 1A). Genetic fate mapping has indi-

cated that basal keratinocyte stem cells

give rise to suprabasal cells and SECs

in adult fish trunk and fin epidermis, the

same positional hierarchy as in mamma-

lian skin (Lee et al., 2014). In the process

of establishing transgenic lines for Brain-

bow-based analysis (Gupta and Poss,
2012; Livet et al., 2007), we identified one line, Tg(bact2:

Brainbow1.0L/ubi:Tet3G/TRE:CreERT2)pd112 (referred to subse-

quently as skinbow; Figures 1B and S1A), with cell labeling that

colors the entire body surface, including the cornea, barbels,

scales, and fins. The labeling is restricted to the superficial

epithelial layer and is not present in the suprabasal layer, basal

layer, or underlying dermal tissues (Figures 1B–1E and S1B;

Movie S1). We defined these labeled cells as SECs because

of their location. Migratory immune cells of this line are also

labeled and detectable as a minor population in the epidermis

(Figure S2B).

The skinbow DNA construct incorporates both tamoxifen- and

tetracycline-inducible components, engineered for precise con-

trol of color recombination (Figure S1A). Despite this design,

multicolor cell labeling occurred in skinbow SECs without addi-

tion of tetracycline or estrogen analogs, indicating selective leak-

iness in the system. CreER RNA was localized to superficial

layers, and b-actin2-driven expression of Brainbow cassettes

was restricted to differentiated skinbow SECs, likely a conse-

quence of the transgene integration site (Figures S1C and

S1D). Based on this specificity of expression and the imaging

studies described below, we infer that SEC-specific recombina-

tion occurs transiently and selectively in SECs as they emerge on

the body surface. By qPCR, we estimated the presence of over

100 copies of the 16-kb expression cassettes at a single integra-

tion site, and we reliably detected �70 distinguishable hues in

our imaging experiments (Figures 2A and 2B). This diversity

consistently produced body surfaces with adjacent SECs of

distinguishable colors.
0, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 669



Figure 2. Analysis of Epithelial Cell Turnover by Multicolor Labeling and Live Imaging

(A) Brightfield view of adult zebrafish caudal fin. Inset depicts the alternating pattern of bony ray (black arrows) and interray tissues. Red box indicates areaswhere

the z stacked confocal images were captured. Scale bars, 1 mm.

(B) Multicolor labeling of adult fin epithelium. Superficial epithelial cells (SECs) on the fin surface label with one of�70 unique colors (see Experimental Procedures

for details). Scale bars, 50 mm.

(C) Examples of SEC color dynamics during their presence on the fin surface. 33 representative cells are shown here, illustrating color stability over several days.

(D) Quantitative analysis showing color stability over time. The distance between the median color of each trajectory and its value at all times was calculated and

aligned to their first appearance. Color distance is relatively high at early time points because of weak intensity upon first appearance but stabilizes after the first

48 hr. The green line represents the mean of trajectories (n = 87).

(E) Quantitative analysis indicating changes in SEC size over time. Single-cell trajectories were aligned with respect to their first appearance on fin surface for

comparison. Each line represents an independent trajectory with a black cross at the end indicating cell loss (n = 186 from four animals). The green line represents

the mean of trajectories (n = 186).

(F) Quantitative analysis showing average SEC lifespan under homeostatic conditions (n = 87, 32, 37, and 30 from four animals). Distribution of cell lifespan was

measured as the duration of complete trajectories (from first appearance to loss). Bars indicate mean ± SD to indicate the spread of subjects.

(G) Large-scale surveillance of SEC loss over time. Percentage of cell loss events was plotted as the sum of the missing cell number divided by the total cell

number at day 0 (n = 1077, 992, 854, and 719 from four animals), which could rise above 100% over an extended time period.

See also Figures S2 and S3 and Movie S2.
Live Imaging and Quantification of SEC Emergence,
Size, Mobility, and Loss
We postulated that SEC-restricted expression and color diver-

sity in skinbow animals would enable precise identification and

tracking of individual SECs in a large field. To investigate the

stability of surface fluorescence labeling in skinbow animals,

we imaged a square 0.216 mm2 area of the surface of each

animal’s caudal fin at 12-hr intervals over 20 consecutive days
670 Developmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier
by confocal microscopy. We imaged the identical area at each

time, medial and just proximal to the fin cleft, in several animals

(Figures 2A–2C). This 12-hr interval was determined empiri-

cally to minimize phototoxicity while also obtaining necessary

temporal resolution (Figures S3A–S3C), and image series align-

ment enabled SEC tracking from surface appearance to loss.

More than 80% of SECs were labeled with a color distinct from

all neighboring cells (Figures S2C and S2D), a hue that was
Inc.



stable on the fin surface as fluorescence intensity gradually

increased with cell surface duration (Figures 2C and 2D, and

Movie S2). This stability indicates that additional color recombi-

nation events were rare or absent in SECs once on the fin sur-

face. To quantify size maturation over time in emergent SECs,

we measured cell areas in full single-cell trajectories, i.e., from

appearance on the surface to loss. We found that emergent

SECs acquire surface area rapidly at an average approxi-

mate rate of 50 mm2/day until stabilizing at an average size of

287 mm2 (Figure 2E; n = 186 trajectories). No SEC division events

were observed throughout our imaging experiments, and cell

migration within the organized epithelium, although detectable

and quantifiable, was minimal (Figure 4D; n = 1,146).

SEC loss was readily detectable and not associated with final

cell size (Figures S3D and S3E; n = 186). Bymonitoring 186 SECs

in four animals from cell appearance on the fin surface to loss, we

calculated an average surface span of 8.4 days (Figure 2F), with a

range from 2 to 19.5 days. In these experiments, full (100%)

replacement of SEC populations occurred within an average of

19.5 ± 0.9 days (n = 4 fish, 3,626 events; Figure 2G). While the

rate of cell replacement was consistent among animals and

from day to day over the 20-day period (4.8% per day; n = 4),

we cannot exclude possible effects of anesthesia and repetitive

imaging on cell viability in these experiments. In humans, epithe-

lial cell turnover has been indirectly assessed by monitoring the

disappearance of fluorescent dye from skin surfaces, with

studies indicating complete turnover over a very similar average

period of 19.8–20.5 days in young adults (Grove and Kligman,

1983). Thus, the skinbow labeling and imaging platform we

describe enables an extensive cataloging of lifetime events

‘‘cell biographies’’ for several hundreds of SECswithin one imag-

ing experiment.

Mechanisms of SEC Homeostasis
Size maintenance in adult tissues can occur by matching cell

loss and gain frequencies, and/or from compensatory size or

shape changes by existing cells. In skin, epithelial cell replace-

ment occurs through asymmetric division from proximate basal

layer stem cells (Lechler and Fuchs, 2005), whereas in intestinal

epithelium, cells shed at the villi tip are replaced by progeny of

stem cells located at the crypt base (Barker et al., 2007). By visu-

ally inspecting individual SEC loss events, we identified two local

responses. In the majority of cases (78.0%; n = 757), space

vacated by a shed cell was rapidly filled by the rearrangement

of neighboring cells and creation of new and stable (>48 hr)

cell-cell contacts (Figures 3A and 3D), a process taking just mi-

nutes (Figure S4). In the remaining 22.0% of cell loss events, a

non-fluorescent and ostensibly unoccupied space was filled by

a new SEC that gradually increased in size and fluorescence in-

tensity over a period of days (Figures 3B and 3D).

A tendency to remodel local space after cell loss, versus in situ

cell replacement, would rapidly reduce overall SEC number.

However, SEC density was relatively stable over our imaging

period (Figure S3B). Therefore, we suspected that de novo

SEC creation was also occurring in areas without cell loss.

Fromour imaging series, we identified and categorized individual

cell gain events, detectable by a non-fluorescent opening be-

tween existing SECs that over a period of days becomes occu-

pied by a fluorescent cell(s) (Figure 3C). We found that in
Develo
75.4% of cases (n = 839), SECs appearing in this manner are

generated without a detectable neighbor cell loss event within

the preceding or subsequent 12 hr (Figures 3C and 3E). A smaller

fraction of these events (24.6%) was concomitant with, pre-

ceded by, or followed by loss of at least one neighboring cell.

Whereas these classes of gain events could be readily quanti-

fied, our imaging experiments detected but could not unambig-

uously categorize more sudden cell appearance events that

occurred in relative proximity to cell loss or reorganization.

Cell loss and gain events did not distribute randomly in tissue

regions.Measurement of the spatial distribution (L-Ripley’s func-

tion) (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Ripley, 1977) of 3,626 cell loss

events indicated significantly larger clustering than expected

for a random distribution of events (Figures 3F and 3G). The

same quantification applied to 2,500 cell gain events revealed

an even higher degree of clustering (Figures 3F and 3H). This

clustering suggests a causal relationship between loss and

gain events, as does analysis indicating that loss and gain events

together occur preferentially in the same temporal window

(within 48 hr) and spatial location (within two cell radii) rather

than randomly (Figure 3F). In summary, our experiments indicate

that homeostatic SEC regeneration maintains equilibrium

through at least three basic mechanisms: (1) new neighbor cre-

ation without cell addition; (2) quid pro quo cell birth; and (3)

remote cell birth.

Biphasic Regeneration of SECs after Minor Surface
Injury
To visualize and quantify responses to physical trauma encoun-

tered either in the laboratory or natural environment, we gently

exfoliated patches of SECs from skinbow fin surfaces, sparing

underlying epithelial layers. We then immediately imaged ani-

mals, returned them to aquarium water, and performed time-

lapse imaging over several days. Injuries exposed large areas

of non-fluorescent epithelium (50%–80% of surface area) that

were quickly repopulated with SECs (Figure 4A and Movie S3).

Color diversity allowed quantification of SEC motility by means

of image correlation-based tracking algorithms. We monitored

individual SECs spared by the injury during this period and iden-

tified two conspicuous behaviors. First, SECs showed a rapid

65.7% increase in surface area within 12 hr post exfoliation

(hpe), with many SECs expanding to twice as much surface

area (Figures 4B and 4C; n = 55 from three animals). Most

SECs returned to their approximate sizes at 2 hpe by 36 hpe

(Figure 4C). Second, we found that many spared SECs rapidly

migrated or were displaced into injured areas by 24 hpe (Figures

4A and 4D). This mobility revealed fluidity on the epithelial sur-

face that was not manifested in the absence of injury (Figure 4D).

At 36 hpe, animals began recovering newSECs, and by 60 hpe

they had regenerated �80% of surface coverage on average

(Figures 4E and 4F). For injuries that exposed �80% of surface

area, we measured an average of 17.9% of cell recovery per

day, more than three times that of unperturbed homeostatic

regeneration. The rate of regeneration in our experiments ap-

peared to positively correlate with the extent of lost surface

epithelium, an association that requires further examination but

has been observed for zebrafish fins and salamander limbs

regenerating from amputation injuries (Figure 4E) (Lee et al.,

2005; Spallanzani and Maty, 1769). New SECs emerged quickly
pmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 671



Figure 3. Mechanisms of Cell Loss and Gain

(A and B) Examples of time-lapse images indicating cell loss and gain events. White dashed lines enclose SECs just prior to shedding (cells #7 in (A) and #7 in (B)).

Events in (A) depict remodeling to generate new neighbors, whereas events in (B) depict a one-for-one cell replacement with cell #8 replacing cell #7.

(C) Example of time-lapse images depicting remote cell birth. Red arrows indicate pinhole openings for new SECs. Cells #5–8 in (C) are new SECs. Scale bar,

50 mm.

(D and E) Quantitative analyses of cell loss and gain events across four individuals.

(F) Analysis of spatiotemporal correlation between individual cell loss and gain events. The Gain-Loss category includes both Gain-Loss and Loss-Gain events.

The plot shows the percentage of events that had no other events (or instead, at least one event) within a radius of two cell lengths and within 48 hr (24 hr before

and 24 hr after). The results were compared with the corresponding case of randomly distributed points with the same density, as marked by dashed lines.

(G and H) Quantitative analyses of spatial distribution of cell loss and gain events. Ripley’s L-function was used to assess deviation of spatial distribution of these

two classes of events from that of randomly distributed points. A total of 3,626 losses and 2,500 gains events were collected in 41 time points for each of the four

animals analyzed. L-function greater than zero indicates clustering. Cell gain events are more clustered than cell loss events, as L is larger. Statistical significance

was assessed by a one-tailed t test for each point (experimental versus simulated random). Bars indicate median ± SEM. *p < 0.05.

See also Figure S4.
regardless of their positions with respect to spared SECs (Fig-

ures 4A and 4B), indicating that a pre-existing SEC scaffold is

not critical for regeneration. Thus, SEC regeneration from exfoli-

ation injury involves two distinct cell behaviors not evident in

homeostatic SECs. First, spared cells in the injury site transiently

increase surface area (referred to interchangeably as hypertro-

phy) and mobilize, temporarily reducing the area of exposed

tissue. Second, a vigorous wave of regeneration replaces lost

SECs en masse.

Differential TissueDeformation andMotility in Epithelial
Sheets after Fin Amputation
Zebrafish fins are complex bony appendages with marked

regenerative capacity (Poss, 2010; Wehner and Weidinger,

2015). Within a few hours of fin amputation, the exposed stump
672 Developmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier
tissue is quickly covered by epithelial cells. These initial events

lead to formation of a multilayered wound epidermis that is

capable of releasing signals important for new bone regenera-

tion. We used skinbow and additional transgenic reporter strains

indicating specific fin cell types to examine closure events by

high-resolution time-lapse (2 min/frame) imaging in anesthetized

zebrafish. Unexpectedly, we observed frequent loss of SECs

at the amputation plane, with �530 SECs shed per mm2 area

at 1 hr post amputation (hpa) (Figures 5A and 5B). We infer

that these losses represent live cell loss events, or extrusion,

as apoptosis typically requires 2–3 hr (Elmore, 2007), and as

these events are analogous to extrusion from overcrowding in

the embryonic zebrafish epidermis (Eisenhoffer et al., 2012).

Using a pan-epithelial line in combination with skinbow (Fig-

ure S5A), we found that the fin stump is rapidly covered first by
Inc.



Figure 4. Regeneration of Surface Injuries Involves a Biphasic Mechanism of Hypertrophy and Accelerated Replacement

(A) (Top left) Schematic of exfoliation injury. (Images) A time-lapse imaging series showing surface injuries and regeneration over a 4-day period. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(B) Enlarged viewof a fewcells during surface regeneration. Reddashed lines outlineboundariesof a yellow cell undergoing transient hypertrophy.Scale bar, 50mm.

(C) Quantification of relative change in SEC size after injury. The sizes of individual cells were normalized to their size immediately after injury, to indicate relative

change (30% ± 5.4% greater at 2 hpe; 65.7% ± 5.9% greater at 12 hpe). Individual trajectories of spared SECs within the injured region were extracted from three

independent scratch injuries (n = 20, 24, and 11). Bars indicate mean ± SD. Statistical significance was assessed by a Mann-Whitney test (2 hpe versus 12 hpe,

*p < 10�4).

(D) Quantification of SEC velocities after injury. PIV type techniques were used to track single points in the images and compare typical velocities across adjacent

time frames. Uninjured SECs and those at 96 hr post scratch (hps) show similar velocities, while SECs are more motile immediately after injury. Values below the

plot are the number of points (blue) used to build the plot. Bars indicate mean ± SD. Statistical significance was assessed by a Mann-Whitney test (uninjured

versus 2 hpe, 12 hpe, or 24 hpe, *p < 10�5 for all cases).

(E) Quantification of change in surface coverage during regeneration (n = 3).

(F) Quantification of change in total SEC number during regeneration (n = 3).

See also Movie S3.
basal and suprabasal cells, then closely trailed by SECs (Fig-

ure 5C). Amputation stumps were covered within 1 hpa in these

experiments (Figure 5C and Movie S4). Thus, fin epithelial cells

mobilize to heal injuries rapidly upon amputation injury, during

which many SECs are shed upon closure.

While imaging wound closure, we detected regional differ-

ences in SEC behaviors. We monitored SECs by employing

tracking algorithms and semi-automatic segmentation algo-

rithms based on color differences, and then we quantified

displacement and shape changes in individual cells (see Exper-

imental Procedures for details). Interestingly, we found that after

fin amputation, SECs mobilized in two distinct alternating do-

mains during wound healing, coinciding with regions overlying

bony rays and soft tissue interray regions (Figures 5D and 5E;

Movie S5). Interray SECs moved toward the amputation plane

within minutes of amputation, whereas ray SECs displayed an
Develo
associated but reduced response, with a velocity that was

40.3 mm/hr lower than interray SECs (Figure 5F; n = 154 [interray]

and 228 [ray] tracked SECs). Rates of movement were almost

identical by 40 min post amputation (mpa), with a difference

of only 3.5 mm/hr (Figure 5F; SECs from the same animal are

shown). Notably, some interray SECs near the amputation plane

also moved laterally to close the wound (Figure 5D; indicated by

white arrows).

To test the importance of mechanical coupling between these

alternating sheets of SECs, we treated animals with gadolinium

(Gd3+), an inhibitor of stretch-activated ion channels, previously

implicated in regulation of cell sheet forces (Hunter et al., 2014;

Yang and Sachs, 1989). Notably, Gd3+ treatment polarized the

differences between movement velocities of interray and ray

SEC sheets, indicating disrupted tissue interactions (Figure 5G

and Movie S5). The effect of Gd3+ treatment varied somewhat
pmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 673



Figure 5. Ray and Interray Epithelial Sheets Respond Distinctly to Amputation Injury

(A) (Left) Schematic of fin amputation. (Right) Confocal image indicating extruded SECs at the amputation plane by 60 mpa. A three-dimensional image was

reconstructed from z stacks of confocal images, using Imaris to facilitate counting of extruded cells. White arrows point to extruded cells along the amputation

plane. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(B) Quantification of extruded SECs at the injury site at 60 mpa (n = 14 regions from seven animals).

(C) Time-lapse images of optical sections at the same z position post amputation. Images were captured every 10 min starting at 10 mpa. White dashed lines

outline fin rays. Red arrow indicates that the fin ray stump is covered first by basal and suprabasal cells, closed trailed by SECs. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(D) Confocal images captured at 10 and 40 mpa. White dashed lines outline regions covering fin rays. Images were recorded every 2 min for 30 min starting at

10 mpa. White, pink, and blue arrows point to individual cells at 10 and 40 mpa. Scale bar, 50 mm. The red arrow indicates the plane of amputation.

(E) Position of single cells perpendicular to the amputation plane with respect to starting position. Average trajectories are plotted in green lines with blue (interray

SECs) and red (ray SECs) filled circles.

(F) Velocities were obtained by single-cell tracking as finite differences.

(G) A confocal image captured at 40 mpa from animals treated with gadolinium (Gd3+). White dashed lines outline regions covering fin rays.

(H) Relative velocity of interray with respect to ray SECs in vehicle-treated (cyan, n = 7) versus Gd3+-treated animals (magenta, n = 5) averaged over all trajectories

first and then over different samples. Data are plotted as mean ± SEM. Gd3+ treatment increases differential migration rates of interray SECs with respect to ray

SECs. In addition, migration persists in Gd3+-treated animals beyond 40 min.

(I) Quantification of relative changes in cell shape for interray SECs (blue) and ray SECs (red) in either vehicle- or Gd3+-treated animals. Cell shape was determined

by aspect ratio, whichwas obtained as themajor tominor axis ratio for each cell. The aspect ratio of individual cells at 40mpawas normalized to the average value

at 10 mpa to show relative change. Total numbers of analyzed trajectories are indicated below each point cloud, combined from seven (vehicle) and five (Gd3+)

animals. Mann-Whitney test of vehicle versus Gd3+ interray SECs (blue circles) yielded a significant difference in the medians (green dots) of the two samples

(p = 0.0038).

See also Figure S5, and Movies S4, S5 and S6.
in magnitude among animals, but generally increased relative

velocities of interray SEC movements (Figure 5H; n = 1,657

[vehicle, seven animals] versus 1,553 [Gd3+, five animals]

tracked SECs). The primary consequence was induction of

even greater deformation rates in interray SECs between 40

and 10 mpa (18.1% greater [vehicle, seven animals, 670 SECs]

versus 32.5% greater [Gd3+, five animals, 462 SECs]), while at

the same time reducing deformation rates in ray SECs (14.1%
674 Developmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier
greater [vehicle, 602 SECs] versus 4.3% greater [Gd3+, 527

SECs]) (Figure 5I). Interestingly, amputated fins treated with

Gd3+ showed continued SEC displacement toward the ampu-

tation plane beyond 40 mpa mainly from interray SECs (Fig-

ure 5H), while failing to heal properly and allowing visible mesen-

chymal cell leakage (Figure S5B and Movie S6). Taken together,

our findings indicate distinct deformation dynamics and velocity

responses upon amputation in alternating sheets of SECs.
Inc.



Interray sheets (and/or their underlying epithelial layers) pilot

events and possibly drag adjacent ray sheets over the exposed

bony ray ends, interactions that occur with massive SEC extru-

sion at closure but help limit mesenchymal cell loss.

Orchestration of Diverse SEC Behaviors during Fin
Regeneration
Upon closure of amputation wounds, lost fin structures are

replaced within 2–3 weeks, restoring the complex three-dimen-

sional pattern of an appendage. As regeneration proceeds,

new fin tissue is rapidly added to the stump, with both compo-

nents requiring surface coveragewith epithelial cells. The cellular

strategy by which pre-existing cells assimilate with de novo

pools in a rapidly growing tissue is a key outstanding mecha-

nistic question in vertebrate appendage regeneration.

After amputation surgeries and return to circulating aquarium

water, we discovered that zebrafish fins shed large numbers of

SECs near the amputation plane within the first 12 hr (Figures

6A and S6A), likely due to the fragility of the wounded area. To

assess the origins of SECs during fin regeneration, we tracked

and quantified the behaviors of spared SECs, as well as the

rate of new SEC creation, on skinbow fin surfaces from 12 to

96 hpa, a period of early osteogenic growth. By inferring transfor-

mation from corresponding points in images, we were able to

reconstruct SEC movements from spared tissue and identify

clear evidence for collective migration into regenerating tissue

(Figures 6A and 6B). During the first 36 hr, SECs migrated past

the amputation plane at greater velocities than the rate of distal

tissue growth (8.2-fold at 12 hpa and 2.2-fold at 24 hpa), indi-

cating active recruitment. After 36 hpa, these cells were dis-

placed at rates indistinguishable from tissue growth (Figure 6C;

representative dataset from one animal, n = 85 cells tracked).

By 96 hpa, SECs had traveled 420 mm on average (n = 500

from five animals) into the regenerate from their origins proximal

to the amputation plane (Figure 6D). Regenerating fins also ac-

quired SECs by de novo creation (Figure 6A), and the extent of

coverage from this mechanism gradually increased in the mov-

ing growth front as regeneration progressed (Figures 6E and

S6B). By 48–60 hpa, the front of advancing tissue was nearly

50% covered, primarily from new SECs born on the surface of

regenerates after 24 hpa, and full coverage was achieved by

10 dpa (87.6% [10 dpa] versus 89.3% [uninjured], n = 5; Figures

S7A and S7B). Interestingly, individual SECs at the distal tips of

10 dpa regenerates were enlarged, with 65% more cell surface

area than more proximal SECs (n = 499 cells from five animals;

Figures 6F–6H). Distal SEC hypertrophy was less prominent

when sampled at 14 dpa (34% larger) and had essentially disap-

peared by 30 dpa (Figures 6H and 6I).

Thus, the construction of the surface epithelium of regenerat-

ing fin structures involves dynamic, sequential modulations

of SEC mobility, new cell creation, and cell surface area. After

fin amputation, mechanically coupled epithelial layers seal the

wound in an alternating pattern that occurs with massive SEC

extrusion. Next, the initial surface coverage involves rapid

recruitment of spared SECs over long distances. During regener-

ative outgrowth, newly created SECs continue to integrate with

pre-existing SECs, and de novo SECs become the predominant

cellular supply of surface epithelium. Upon full coverage, actively

regenerating fin portions retain a localized, hypertrophic SEC
Develo
phenotype that resolves at completion of appendage replace-

ment (Figure S7C).

Reactive Oxygen Species Levels Control SEC
Regeneration Dynamics
SECs ultimately derive from post-mitotic suprabasal cells,

which are maintained by proliferation of an underlying basal

layer of stem/progenitor cells (Doupe et al., 2012; Mascre

et al., 2012). To determine whether stem cell activity could be

simultaneously monitored with SEC behaviors, we created a

FUCCI-based sensor line (Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008; Su-

giyama et al., 2009), Tg(krtt1c19e:Venus-hGeminin)pd81, that

enables live monitoring of dividing basal cells. When crossed

into the skinbow background, we could concurrently monitor

both SEC and underlying basal cell populations by longitudinal

confocal imaging (Figure 7A and Movie S7). Under homeo-

static conditions, basal keratinocyte division was minimal (Fig-

ure 7B). By contrast, and consistent with previous BrdU incor-

poration experiments using fixed tissue (Poleo et al., 2001;

Santos-Ruiz et al., 2002), we identified many cycling basal

cells in vivo 4 days after fin amputation (Figure 7B; images

were captured from interray areas proximal to the amputation

plane). Following exfoliation injury, we discovered that the

basal cell layer was mostly devoid of Venus-hGeminin through

48 hpe, indicating that extensive regeneration of SECs occurs

primarily through differentiation without stem cell proliferation

(Figure 7C).

Injury-induced reactive oxygen species (ROS) production in

epithelial tissue has been shown tomediate recruitment of leuko-

cytes (Niethammer et al., 2009) and to modulate regeneration af-

ter amputation injuries in Xenopus and zebrafish (Gauron et al.,

2013; Love et al., 2013). Using a redox-sensitive fluorogenic

probe to indirectly measure injury-induced ROS in vivo (Mugoni

et al., 2014), we found that ROS levels rapidly increased in the

fin epithelium within hours of exfoliation (Figure 7D). The fluo-

rescence intensity reached a peak at 2–12 hpe, before gradually

diminishing to background levels by 48 hpe (Figure 7E), kinetics

that correlate with those of SEC regeneration (Figure 7C). To

investigate the impact of ROS levels on SEC regeneration, we

treated skinbow animals with commonly used antioxidant and

oxidant agents that affect hydrogen peroxide levels. We found

that VAS2870, a pan-NADPH oxidase (NOX) inhibitor that dis-

rupts hydrogen peroxide production in vivo (Niethammer et al.,

2009; ten Freyhaus et al., 2006), reduced SEC regeneration by

74% (Figures 7F and 7G). Conversely, direct supplementation

of hydrogen peroxide increased SEC coverage by 90% (Figures

7F and 7G) and individual cell surface area by 94% (n = 718

[vehicle, eight animals] versus 527 [H2O2, five animals]; Fig-

ure 7H) at 48 hpe. Together, these results provide evidence

that exfoliation of epidermal surface induces a transient burst

of ROS that promotes regeneration, at least in part by regulation

of cell hypertrophy.

DISCUSSION

Here, we created a new platform consisting of multicolor label-

ing, live imaging, and large-scale cell tracking software to

generate biographies of intricate in vivo behaviors from surface

birth to loss among individual adult zebrafish skin cells.
pmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 675



Figure 6. Acquisition of Surface Epithelium

from Pre-existing and De Novo Pools during

Fin Regeneration

(A) Time-lapse images of an amputated skinbow fin

during regeneration. Images were captured once

each 12 hr over a 4-day period. White dashed line

marks the growth front. White solid line indicates

the amputation plane. Blue, yellow, and white ar-

rows point to individual cells across consecutive

imaging times. Scale bars, 50 mm.

(B) Reconstruction of trajectories from one repre-

sentative animal. Each line here represents a re-

constructed trajectory of a migratory cell. Color

codes for time (i.e., dark blue is the beginning

of each trajectory, 12 hpa, and cyan is the end,

96 hpa). To better visualize the movement of cells

within the epidermis, a red rectangle indicates po-

sitions in the initial and final frames. The rectangle

is translocated and deformed, revealing both cell

migration and deformation of the tissue. Rightward

movement of the cells likely reflects the stereo-

typical growth pattern of the lateral portion of the

dorsal lobe, from which images were captured.

(C) Quantification of velocities of individual cells

(red dots; n = 85). The velocity of the moving

growth front is marked with a black cross.

(D) Quantitative analysis of average SEC dis-

tances traveled between 12 and 96 hpa. 100 re-

constructed trajectories each from five animals

were considered. Bars indicate mean ± SD.

(E) Quantitative analysis representing SEC contri-

bution from de novo creation versus that gener-

ated by migration of SECs identified at 12 hpa. We

tracked the region, initially located proximal to the

amputation plane at 12 hpa, by reconstructing cell

movements at large-scale (Figure S6B). The extent

of unlabeled regions of SECs already present at

12 hpa (pre-existing fraction) and of SECs that

appear over the course of the experiment (de novo

fraction) is quantified at each time. The contribu-

tion of newly added SECs was calculated as the

difference between the labeled and pre-existing

fractions.

(F) Brightfield view of a fin at 10 dpa. Scale bars,

0.5 mm. Blue and red boxes indicate areas where

z stacked confocal images in (G) were captured. White dashed line indicates the amputation plane. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(G) Images of skinbow SECs from distal (#1) and proximal (#2) regions of the same fin for each individual at 10, 14, and 30 dpa. At 10 dpa, distal SECs are visibly

larger than proximal SECs. Scale bars, 50 mm.

(H) Quantification of cell size for proximal (red) and distal SECs (blue) in regenerating fins (n = 5 animals for each time). Total numbers of analyzed cells are

indicated below each point cloud. Bars indicate mean ± SD. Statistical significance between proximal and distal SEC cell sizes in 10 dpa and 14 dpa samples

was assessed by a one-tailed t test, p < 10�5. Cell sizes indicate sampled population averages of cells at all stages of surface life from fins that would not display

any effects of repetitive imaging.

(I) Quantification of fold change in cell size for proximal (red) and distal SECs (blue) in regenerating fins. Total numbers of analyzed cells are indicated below each

point cloud. Bars indicate mean ± SD. The cell size ratio (distal SECs/proximal SECs) steadily decreases from 1.65 ± 0.04 (10 dpa), to 1.34 ± 0.03 (14 dpa), to

1.09 ± 0.03 (30 dpa). Uninjured fins have a ratio of 1.14 ± 0.01.

See also Figure S7.
Under homeostatic conditions, SECs have limitedmobility and

size changes in their�8-day surface life cycle. We describe here

multiple distinct mechanisms to maintain equilibrium, defined by

the location and timing of new cell emergence with respect to

a cell loss event. How replacement is instructed by cell loss is

a fundamental question; based on in vitro studies of epithelial

monolayers, mechanisms that populate the surface epithelium

are governed by mechanical tension between neighboring cells

(Guillot and Lecuit, 2013; Macara et al., 2014; Shraiman, 2005).
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In vivo, a stratified epithelium must incorporate cell-cell interac-

tions, both in-plane and off-plane, and cell-substrate interac-

tions into instructions. We suspect that ratios of the three major

forms of cell replacement we describe here, new neighbor crea-

tion, quid pro quo replacement, and de novo creation, will differ

in representation in epithelia among various developmental

stages, underlying tissue substrates, and species.

Through large-scalemonitoring of SECs during tissue regener-

ation, we identified effects of injury and regeneration on cell
Inc.



Figure 7. SEC Regeneration after Exfoliation Is Regulated by Injury-Induced ROS

(A) Schematic of cell layers that are labeled in skinbow; krtt1c19e:Venus-hGeminin skin.

(B) Images of SECs and cycling basal progenitor cells (grayscale) under homeostatic conditions (left) and 4 days following fin amputation (right), indicating intense

basal cell proliferation during fin regeneration. Images of SEC and basal layers were maximum-projected from respective z positions. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(C) A time-lapse imaging series showing SEC regeneration after exfoliation, indicating minimal basal progenitor cell cycle entry. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(D) A time-lapse imaging series displaying transient ROS presence in the fin epithelium after exfoliation. ROS were indirectly detected as oxidative stress in vivo

using Cellrox, a cell-permeable fluorescent probe.

(E) Quantification of the relative change in fluorescence intensity after exfoliation from experiments in (D). Data are plotted as mean ± SEM (n = 6 animals).

(F) Representative images of fin SECs at 48 hpe after various treatments. Animals were continuously treated in chemicals that either inhibit (VAS2870) or enhance

(H2O2) ROS presence after injury. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(G) Quantification of surface coverage in the fin epithelium at 48 hpe. Horizontal bars indicate the mean in each group (n = 9–24 animals). Statistical significance

between vehicle and treated groups was assessed by a two-tailed t test (vehicle versus VAS2870, or H2O2; *p < 10�3 for both cases).

(H) Quantification of SEC size in the fin epithelium at 48 hpe. Quantification of cell size for vehicle-treated (red) and H2O2-treated (blue) animals (n = 8 versus

5 animals). Total numbers of analyzed cells are indicated below each point cloud. Bars indicate mean ± SD. Statistical significance between the vehicle and H2O2

groups was assessed by a two-tailed t test, p < 10�4 for either collapsing all single-cell data together or using the means of different animals. The vehicle group

has cell size of 212.50 ± 3.09 mm2 versus 411.36 ± 9.70 in the H2O2-treated group.

See also Movie S7.
behaviors. Following amputation, fin ray and interray epithelial

sheet SECsdisplay differential motility, likely affected by different

stiffness or adhesive properties in underlying substrates (Discher

et al., 2005). Differential motility of two adjacent epithelial sheets

could create a significant deformation of the tissue. However, our

experiments suggest that mechanical coupling among cells has

the effect of reducing such deformations, inducing more uniform

movements across the tissue that enable wound healing. Upon

healing, the growth front of regenerating fins maintains coverage

with a low-density SEC layer, populated in part through a mech-

anism of collective migration of SECs. Based on exfoliation injury

alone, we have observed that low-density conditions stimulate

SECs to quickly increase surface area and mobility, while accel-

erating de novoSECemergence. It is possible that the integration
Develo
of mechanisms of recruitment by collective cell migration, de

novo SEC generation, and SEC hypertrophy during regeneration

of amputated fins is a regulated program that prevents insur-

gence of large mechanical stresses and aids growth.

In most previous studies, stem cell activity has been directly or

retrospectively traced, whereas our tools here focus attention on

the differentiated epithelial cell endpoint. Similar analyses of fin

epithelial stem cells in a live imaging platform will be possible

with appropriate new tools, alone or in combination with skinbow

readouts. In fact, we demonstrate here that live reporters of cell

cycle phases can be employed in stemcells and assessed along-

side the skinbow signature of their SEC progeny. In future modi-

fications of our tools and procedures, multicolor clonal tracing

of stem cells using established regulatory sequences could be
pmental Cell 36, 668–680, March 21, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 677



imaged longitudinally over weeks and in response to injury, to

quantify the spatiotemporal output ofmany single stem cells dur-

ing homeostasis or in response to injury. While recent evidence

indicates that epithelial stem cells are heterogeneous (Donati

and Watt, 2015; Schepeler et al., 2014), large-scale quantitative

analysis of dynamic contributions bydifferent stemcells in regen-

erating tissues will provide new insights into stem cell behaviors,

plasticity, and regulation. Live imaging systems like that intro-

duced in our study, as with others (Ritsma et al., 2014; Rompolas

et al., 2013), can be instructive not only for regeneration biology

but also to enable powerful quantitative studies of aging tissue

or malignancies such as basal cell carcinoma.

skinbow animals and the level of their analysis we show here

can illuminate molecular mechanisms of epithelial regeneration.

ROS have been implicated in tissue regeneration through effects

on leukocytes recruitment, apoptosis, JNK activation, and cell

proliferation (Gauron et al., 2013; Love et al., 2013). Our proof-

of-principle experiments here indicate direct or indirect effects

of ROS on SEC cell size and creation that are readily moni-

tored and quantified in live regenerating tissue. Transgenic lines

that enable real-time detection of specific ROS forms in the

epidermis (Bilan et al., 2013), or sensitive reporters or tunable

activators of other signaling effectors, can be simultaneously

imaged with skinbow to associate high-resolution cell behaviors

with the local actions of specific molecular factors.

Limitations
A limitation in our system is the gradual loss of fluorescence in-

tensity during time-lapse imaging. However, we show that with

12-hr imaging intervals, the labeling is sufficiently stable to track

an entire cell population over a long time period. We also cannot

exclude possible phototoxic effects of repetitive laser illumi-

nation on cell behaviors, although we did not observe defects

in regeneration during this study. In additional, the presence

of Cre/loxP sequences in skinbow animals limits applications

involving loxP-flanked sequences at other loci.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals

Adult zebrafish 3–8 months of age were used for most experiments. An-

imal density was maintained at 3–4 per liter in all experiments. For gener-

ating the skinbow transgenic line, a transgenic construct containing the

following DNA elements was assembled by yeast recombinational cloning:

(1) a 3.5-kb ubiquitin promoter driving a new generation of Tet-on transcription

factor (Tet3G from Clontech Laboratories); (2) a Tet-on responsive element

driving the recombinase CreERT2; and (3) a 5.8-kb b-actin2 promoter driving

the Brainbow 1.0 fluorescent protein cassette. The entire construct was

flanked with I-SceI sites to facilitate transgenesis. The full name of the skinbow

line, in which the transgene is inherited as a single insertion site, is Tg(bact2:

Brainbow1.0L/ubi:Tet3G/TRE:CreERT2)pd112. The Tg(b-act2:EGFP)zp5 line

was employed to visualize all fin epithelial cell layers (Traver et al., 2003). To

generate Tg(msxC:dsRed2)pd113 zebrafish, the translational start codon of

msxc in the BAC clone DKEYP-85D1 was replaced with the dsRed2 cassette

by Red/ET recombineering technology (Gene Bridges). The 50 and 30 homolo-

gous arms for recombination were about 300-base pair (bp) fragments

upstream and downstream of the start codon and were subcloned into a

pBluescript vector to flank the dsRed2 cassette. To avoid aberrant recombina-

tion between the dsRed2 cassette and the endogenous loxP site in the BAC

vector, we replaced the vector-derived loxP site with an I-SceI site using the

same technology. The final BAC was purified with a Nucleobond BAC 100

kit (Clontech) and co-injected with I-SceI into one-cell-stage zebrafish em-
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bryos. To generate Tg(krtt1c19e:Venus-hGeminin)pd81 zebrafish, the basal

keratinocyte promoter (krtt1c19e) (Lee et al., 2014) was subcloned upstream

of Venus-hGeminin in the pSKS-1 vector (Sugiyama et al., 2009). The construct

was then co-injected with I-SceI into one-cell-stage embryos.

For live imaging studies, animals were first anesthetized in aquarium water

containing freshly diluted tricaine (0.4 mg/ml; stock, 4 mg/ml) for 5–8 min until

gill movements stopped. After imaging, gills were gently flushed with a plastic

pipette until their movement resumed. Total amount of time in tricaine was

limited to less than 20 min. For studies of SEC homeostasis, adult female ze-

brafish at 4–8months were used for imaging. For exfoliation injuries, a dry Kim-

wipe was gently pressed against the fin surface and the extent of injury was

immediately assessed under a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. To test effects

of various chemicals on SEC regeneration, the SEC population on the fin

epidermis was fully removed by exfoliation. Animals were then incubated

in aquarium water containing either VAS2870 (0.5 mM; Sigma, SML0273), or

H2O2 (0.5 mM; taken from a freshly opened bottle; BDH, BDH7690-1) for

48 hr before imaging. Animals were fed every day followed by a water change

with fresh chemicals.

For fin amputation, 50% of caudal fins were removed with a razor blade. For

wound closure studies, animals were anesthetized in aquarium water contain-

ing tricaine (0.2 mg/ml) or tricaine with 100 mM Gd3+ (Sigma, G7532-5G) for

3 min before amputation. Animals were kept in the same solution during imag-

ing acquisition, which began at 10 mpa. All images were captured from the

center portion of the caudal fin (Area-1 in Figure S2A) except images shown

in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6, images were captured from an area between

the first and second rays on the lateral portion of the dorsal lobe (Area-4 in

Figure S2A). In Figure 7, images were captured from interray areas, where

basal cell responses were most consistent. All animal procedures were per-

formed in accordance with Duke University guidelines.

Imaging

Live imaging was performed using an upright Leica SP8 confocal microscope

with a 253 water dipping lens (253/0.95 HCXIRAPO WATER dipping lens

2.4 mm DIC). Only the 458 nm laser was used for imaging skinbow animals,

which was sufficient to excite fluorescence in all three channels. Emission

filters were established as following: red channel, a filter with 585–620 nm

bandpass; green channel, a filter with 535–565 nm bandpass; blue channel,

a filter with 465–500 nm bandpass. Each channel was acquired simultaneously

between lines. Images were recorded in 1,024 3 1,024 format (i.e., 465 mm 3

465 mm). Scanning speed was set to 600 Hz in bidirectional mode. The zoom

factor was set to 1, with the line average set to 2. Pinhole size was set to 2 AU.

A z stack of optical sections (every 1 or 2 mm) was acquired to cover the entire

surface of the fin epithelium, which was�30–70 mm in thickness for one side of

the fin. The same imaging setting was used to image skinbow; b-act2:EGFP

animals, as cells labeled by b-act2:EGFP contain only one color in contrast

to a mixed ratio of diverse colors in skinbow. For imaging two cell populations

in skinbow; krtt1c19e:Venus-hGeminin animals, both 458 and 514 nm lasers

were used. Emission filters were adjusted as following: red, 585–600 nm;

green, 535–550 nm; blue, 465–500 nm. CellRox Green Reagent (Thermo

Fisher, C10444) was used for detecting oxidative stress in the fin epithelium.

Animals were anesthetized in aquarium water containing tricaine with the

Cellrox dye (2.5 mM) for 5 min and then imaged in the same solution with the

488-nm laser and an emission spectrum of 500–540 nm.

Image Analysis and Quantitative Analysis

skinbow raw confocal stacks from three channels were maximum-projected

using LAS or Fiji. To increase the color diversity, we enhanced the contrast

of each separate channel by equalizing its histogram, and assigned RGB

lookup tables for presentation. We employed particle image velocimetry

(PIV) techniques to correct for large-scale drift in low-time resolution (12 hr)

time-lapse movies or to generate single-cell spatial trajectories (Raffel et al.,

1998). Briefly, a subimage centered on a set of either randomly chosen points

or corresponding to cell centroids is considered. For each subimage, the point

of maximum cross-correlation is searched in a defined search window and is

taken as the next point for trajectories or used to compute displacement. For

image alignment, average displacement was subtracted to single-cell dis-

placements to correct for drift and/or movement occurring at scales larger

than the field of view.
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Single SEC areas and colors were obtained by semi-automatic tracking on

time-lapse movies. Aligned time-lapse movies were used to manually identify

cell gain or loss events, and cells were followed (forward or backward). Color

distances were computed in the Lab space as normal Euclidean distances

(Delta CIE 76). Color distance in Lab space was also used to compute image

segmentation. Briefly, each channel was median-filtered to remove noise. Im-

ages were then transformed to Lab and filtered with a custom made filter that

calculates themedian of the color distance of the center pixel from a 53 5 pixel

neighborhood (corresponding to a square of 2.25-mm sides). Resulting images

were processed with a rotating kernel filter (Lee and Rhodes, 1995) to enhance

straight boundaries of given length and thickness (11 pixels and 3 pixels,

respectively, corresponding to roughly 5 and 1 mm). Images were then pro-

cessed by means of the Hessian-based Frangi Vesselness 2D filter (Frangi

et al., 1998) to identify all ridges and subsequently thresholded. Resulting seg-

mentation was further corrected by eliminating segmented cells with extreme

shape and size and by eliminating those segmented cells corresponding to re-

gions with too large color variance (i.e., corresponding to more than one color).

Cell gain and loss events were manually identified using aligned time-lapse

movies. Spatial clustering of cell gain and loss was computed using Ripley’s

function (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Ripley, 1977). Briefly, for each cell death

or loss event, wemeasured the number of events in circular shells of increasing

radii. This number was then divided by the average density. Randomly distrib-

uted points result in a Ripley’s K-function that is proportional to the area

considered. Ripley’s L-function is an adapted version of the K-function that

allows deviations from complete spatial randomness to be mapped into devi-

ations from zero. L-functions with positive values indicate clustering, while

negative values indicate regularity. L-function calculated for cell gain and

loss events were compared with randomly distributed points with the same

density as the experimental points and with simulated clustered points. Clus-

tered points were artificially generated by generating random seeding points

and then by adding points around seeding points to the desired density. We

used the toroidal correction method to correct for an edge effect. Statistical

significance was performed by testing values of L-function for each binned

distance with a one-tailed t test.

To reconstruct SECs trajectories in amputation assays with low-time resolu-

tion (12 hr), we manually identified several corresponding cells in adjacent

frames and reconstructed the spatial transformationmapping one set of points

into the other. We then combined all of these consecutive transformations

to reconstruct full trajectories, which were then used to calculate traveled

distance, velocity, and deformation.

We manually identified all visible cells in several images to compute the

number of distinguishable colors in skinbow images. We performed hierarchi-

cal clustering by color distance in Lab space and imposed the maximum intra-

cluster distance and the minimum a posteriori inter-cluster distance to be

equal to the maximum color SD in each cell. Image analysis was performed

by means of custom-written MATLAB (MathWorks) or Fiji scripts (Schindelin

et al., 2012).

Histological Assays

Frozen blocks were sectioned at 16 mm,mounted using Vectashield with DAPI,

and examined by either fluorescence microscopy (Leica DM6000) or laser

confocal microscopy (Zeiss 700). RNA in situ hybridization with caudal fins

was performed as described (Poss et al., 2000) using digoxigenin-labeled

probes to detect CreER expression.
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